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Dear P802.16.2a Balloting Group:
Thank you for your participation in the Sponsor Ballot of P802.16.2a/D3. The recirculation ballot ran from 30 January to
8 February 2003. One of the two previous Disapprove voters voted Approve. We received three comments, of which only
one was a Disapprove comment. Resolutions were developed by a Ballot Resolution Committee of Phil Whitehead
(Chair), Remi Chayer, Jack Garrison, and Nico van Waes; these committee members had been appointed by the 802.16
Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access. The committee, along with two observers, met by teleconference on 13
February 2003 and unanimously agreed to resolutions. I am requesting that the IEEE Balloting Center initiate a fifteenday confirmation ballot of the three comment resolutions.
In response to the comment resolutions, our single Disapprove voter agreed to switch his vote to Approve. Considering
this change, the current status of the vote in this ballot stands at:
44
0
6
12

Approve
Disapprove
Abstain
Not Voting

Included is the ballot package is a detailed list of the three comment resolutions (80216-03_03r4.pdf). Should you prefer
the database version of the resolutions for use with the program Commentary, it is available at
<http://ieee802.org/16/docs/03/80216-03_03r4.zip>. Technical comments identified by a voter as not part of a Disapprove
vote are marked as “Technical, Non-binding.” Those marked “Technical, Satisfied” were submitted as Binding but were
resolved to the expressed satisfaction of the voter. The resolution of Comment 113 includes reference to a new contributed
document C802.16.2a-03/02. This document is available at <http://ieee802.org/16/tg2/contrib/C802162a-03_02.pdf>.
For your reference, we are including an updated draft (P802162a_D5.pdf) in the ballot package. Note that only the three
comment resolutions, not the contents of the entire draft, are within the scope of this current confirmation ballot.
Please take this opportunity to review the package. You need not reply; if you do not, your current vote will stand.

Sincerely,

Roger Marks

